Accessibility action list of tasks 300915
ACTION

By
when

PC to speak to Elmbridge regarding regulations

ASAP

2. Fire exits on the older building need to comply with Approved Document B paragraph 5.32 Final exits should not present an obstacle to wheelchair users
and other people with disabilities. Where a final exit is accessed without the need to traverse steps then a level threshold, and where necessary, a ramp
should be provided

Double french doors to be installed - check the
suitability of the area

ASAP

3. Consider removing the signage for the refuge area and reassess, by carrying out a Personal Emergency Evacuation Plan when there are disabled children
attending the school.

Considered by Bursar no action required

Done

ACCESSIBILITY RECOMMENDATIONS - SEPT 2015 (total 5)
Bevendean
1. Consider replacing the steps at the playground entrance to the swimming pool with a slope.

Danes Hill Preparatory School
4. Manage traffic in main car park at peak times, to prevent obstructions to other road users and the emergency services.

Consider double-red lines, consider deploying
hi-viz lollipop men at dropoff and pickup
5. Provision of a safe pedestrian route through the car park at the bottom of the site that segregates pedestrian and vehicular traffic. By law, pedestrians or
times. Agreed to remove grass verge and
vehicles must be able to use a traffic route without causing danger to the health or safety of people working near it. Roadways and footpaths should be
trees. Agreed to create new footway on the
separate whenever possible. You need to consider protection for people who work near vehicle routes. By law, traffic routes must also keep vehicle routes far
way-in along the drive and remove all trees.
enough away from doors or gates that pedestrians use, or from pedestrian routes that lead on to them, so the safety of pedestrians is not threatened.
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Done
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